BOUTIQUE HOTEL / GUESTHOUSE

TOURISM GRADING COUNCIL OF SOUTH AFRICA

WINE LIST:
White Wines
BOSCHENDAL SAUVIGNON BLANC
Flavors of tropical fruits and asparagus are complemented by a steely raciness.
HAUTE CABRIERE CHARDONNAY PINOT NOIR
Firm acidity and an abundance of ripe fruit on the bouquet and palate. The aftertaste lingers long on the palate.
PECAN STREAM CHENIN BLANC 2013
Vibrant pale straw and green appearance, an aromatic nose of apricot, peach and vanilla pod. The palate is classically dry, with subtle fruit flavors for added midpalate weight and a typical zesty finish
expected from Chenin Blanc.
BOSCHENDAL BLANC
This pale straw coloured wine with big tropical fruit and citrus aromas, hovering with hints of honey takes you to a vibrant citrus, lemon-drop zest, finishing off with a balanced elegance.
BOSCHENDAL LE BOUQUET 2012
This medium-sweet wine has bold, tropical fruit flavours, peaches and pineapples with spicy undertones and lingering floral aromas of honeysuckle and frangipani. Tantalizing vibrancy, soft and
uncloying. Ready to drink now and a perfect partner to curries and other spicy dishes.
MEERLUST CHARDONNAY
Complex, appealing nose with quince, citrus and floral notes developing into lemon cream, oatmeal and marzipan richness. On the palate the wine is full bodied & generous, but still balanced by crisp
acidity. There is ripe tropical fruit & creaminess balanced by a pure minerality typical of the variety. The wine has a long, very pleasant lingering finish indicating the richness and persistence of the
vintage.
WATERFORD ESTATE CHARDONNAY 2011
Vibrant aromatics of citrus blossoms, lime cordial and hay with a touch of roasted almond from the oak. The palate is rich and dense without being clumsy, the sweet tropical fruit flavor are supported
by the natural acid and grip from the oak tannin
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Red Wines
STONY BROOK GHOST GUM WHITE 2011
The nose of this wine is reminiscent of creamy butterscotch, hazel nuts and biscuit. Semillon gives a wonderful creaminess and texture which is balanced by the freshness and crisp acidity of the
Sauvignon Blanc. The delicate wooding makes it an elegant food wine and marries beautifully with rich seafood
TERRA DEL CAPO – PINOT GRIGIO
Both the nose and palate contain fresh crisp apple, nectarine and peachy fruit salad. There's a pineapple tang and creamy texture in the mouth. The balance between fruit and lively acidity is well
maintained with a rich, tropical fruit aftertaste.
STONY BROOK GHOST GUM CABERNET SAUVIGNON 2005
An exceptionally concentrated, yet elegant wine, with tantalizing rich cassis flavors
WHALE HAVEN PINOT NOIR 2007
Burgundian style Pinot Noir laced with waves of red cherry and black truffle aromas on the nose. Savory layers contrast the new toasty oak. A velvety texture with supple tannins and succulent smooth
and long finish.
STONY BROOK MAX
This Bordeaux Style blend is made up of about 50% Merlot and 40% Cabernet Sauvignon with small amounts of Malbec and Petit Verdot. It was matured in mostly new French barriques for 27 months.
The Cabernet Sauvignon gives it backbone, the Merlot the delicious ripe fruit, while the Malbec and Petit Verdot add extra depth and another layer of flavour.
STONY BROOK MERLOT 2010
The delicious ripe fruit comes through both on the nose and on the palate. Reminiscent of black cherries with a hint of chocolate. The lovely soft tannins give it structure and make it very accessible
for early drinking.
HAUTE CABRIERE PINOT NOIR 2009
Aromas of strawberries and other red fruit combine a taste experience on the palate as well as ripe cherries, lingering long in the aftertaste. Perfect now but would mature
HARTENBERG MERLOT 2008
Silky and elegant with a long lasting flavor. Expect black and red fruits, vanilla and orchards of plum. Recommend for duck breast, and sage flavored dishes.
STONY BROOK SNOW GUM 2005
This is a robust wine with a great depth of flavor. It has a wonderful nose, packed with black cherry, hints of sweet leather and subtle fynbos. This wine has great balance and excellent aging potential. a
blend of 60% Malbec and 40% Mouvedré.
STONY BROOK SHIRAZ 2011
Maturation took place in small oak barrels for 26 months. (Combinations of new, 2nd and 3rd fill French barrels were used.) Rich berry structure and warm earthy flavours. The tannins are soft and
round and the sweetness of the fruit is beautifully balanced by gentle acidity. This wine has a lingering aftertaste with subtle hints of coffee and chocolate.
STONY BROOK CAMISSA 2010
This wine exhibits the richness of Merlot, the backbone of Cabernet Sauvignon and the subtle fruit of Shiraz. Rich mocha, chocolate, blackberry and cherry combine, filling the mouth with wonderful
layers of flavor.
BOSCHENDAL BLANC DE NOIR (ROSE)
On the nose the wine displays perfume and ripe summer fruit flavors, including red cherry and strawberry. This versatile off-dry wine has delicious, elegant flavors and is ready to drink now.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Champagne
DUVAL – LEROY BRUT – 750ml
Providing a perfect balance between finesse and power, it draws out flavors of dark chocolate, cinnamon and roasted yellow figs, expressing its subtle, melt-in-the-mouth vinosity.
STONY BROOK LYLE – 750ml
Method Cap Classique of 45% Pinot Noir and 55% Chardonnay with 27 months on the lees. 10% wooded in New French barriques. Very clean and fresh with a hint of citrus and some nutty tones. The
palate is rich with wonderful biscuit flavours and a long creamy follow through.
MOET CHANDON IMPERIAL – 750 ml
Vibrant, generous and alluring the Moet Imperial Style is distinguished by a brightfruitiness with notes of green apples and white flowers
VEUVE CLICQUOT PONSARDIN BRUT
Tightly knit, focused by racy acidity and a streak of minerality, this offers subtle notes of white peach, anise, biscuit and kumquat. The refined finish echoes a smokey note.
DOM PÉRIGNON VINTAGE 2000
The initial notes of fresh almonds and grapefruit gradually lead into cashew nuts and spices complemented by lightly toasted brioche. The sensation is one of entering a wave: a satiny texture curls and
unfurls on the palate, embracing and caressing it. An instant of weightlessness … matter vanishes, the finish vibrates, the taste buds are aroused by a controlled ardor. The persistence is remarkable,
with just the slightest undertone of tartness (citrus zest and buds).
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sparkling Wines
PROSECCO - 750ml
Imported from Italy. Straw-colored with its overtones of citrus, melon, lemon, almonds and honey. It is crisp and clean with small bubbles.
PIERRE JORDAN BRUT- 750 ml
The "lime" characters of the Chardonnay dominates but are well supported by the complexity of Pinot Noir. Pierre Jordan Cuvée is crisp, complex and rewarding on the palate. The color a rich copper,
typical for a "Cuvée", a blend.
J.C LE ROUX BRUT – 187ml
This is a refreshing Cap Classique that suits all palates. With its light yeasty tones and powerful Pinot Noir flavours, this stylish MCC complements any occasion. J.C. Le Roux Brut is a unique Méthode
Cap Classique, for those who prefer the elegance of a MCC with just a hint of youthfulness
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Dessert Wines
ROSE de VERT
Rose de Vert means 'pink from green'. It is a delicately coloured wine made from rare red skinned Semillon grapes. Semillon is known in the industry as 'Groen druif', hence the name Pink from Green.
Not as sweet as a desert wine it is the ideal partner for cheese at the end of the meal.
STONY BROOK V ON A - 375 ml
100% Viognier grapes that are left to fully ripen on the vines. The juice was then barrel fermented and left in the New French oak barriques for 12 months. The resulting wine has wonderful peach,
apricot and melon flavours and is rich and full of flavour without being in the least cloying.
PIERRE JOURDAN RATAFIA
Ratafia is a fun drink, packed with rich honey flavors. The taste is delicate and enticing. The nose a mélange of tropical flavors. With decadent desserts it is a delicious digestive.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Wine by the Glass
BOSCHENDAL BLANC
This pale straw coloured wine with big tropical fruit and citrus aromas, hovering with hints of honey takes you to a vibrant citrus, lemon-drop zest, finishing off with a balanced elegance.
BOSCHENDAL BLANC DE NOIR (ROSE)
On the nose the wine displays perfume and ripe summer fruit flavors, including red cherry and strawberry. This versatile off-dry wine has delicious, elegant flavors and is ready to drink now.
STONY BROOK CAMISSA
This wine exhibits the richness of Merlot, the backbone of Cabernet Sauvignon and the subtle fruit of Shiraz. Rich mocha, chocolate, blackberry and cherry combine, filling the mouth with wonderful
layers of flavor.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Aperol Spritz
With Prosecco
With Sparkling Grape Juice
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Hugo
With Prosecco
With Sparkling Grape Juice
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Beers
CASTLE LAGER
AMSTEL
HEINEKEN 340ml / 650 ml
WINDHOEK DRAUGHT
WINDHOEK LIGHT
ERDINGER WEISSBIER - IMPORTED

